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Abstract

system.
One could control the placement of data among the
nodes and/or exploit the topology of the P2P overlay network to perform certain kind of search ordering which can
help in getting to the requested data items. CAN [11],
Chord [13], Pastry [12], Tapestry [16] and P-Grid [4, 5]
are examples of systems using such a strategy to control
the number of hops that need to be traversed to get to the
requested data items without ﬂooding the network. However, the completely decentralized nature of P2P systems,
which allow nodes and data items to come and go at will,
makes the above techniques less suitable for these unstructured and dynamic environments, and are consequently not
under consideration here.
There are two main strategies that have been proposed/explored for searching in decentralized and dynamic
environments of P2P systems without relying on the network topology and data placement:

Overlay networks have received a lot of attention due to the
recent wide-spread use of peer-to-peer (P2P) applications
such as SETI, Napster, Gnutella, and Morpheus. Through
replications at numerous peers, digital content can be distributed or exchanged with high resilience and availability. However, existing P2P applications incur excessive
overhead on network trafﬁc. For example, Gnutella, which
broadcasts queries to search shared content, suffers from
an overwhelming volume of query and reply messages. In
this paper, we investigate the issues of trading-off storage
space at peers to reduce network overhead. We propose
to use signatures for directing searches along selected network paths, and introduce three schemes, namely completeneighborhood signature (CN), partial-neighborhood superimposed signature (PN-S), and partial-neighborhood appended signature (PN-A), to facilitate efﬁcient searching of
shared content in P2P networks. Extensive simulations are
conducted to evaluate the performance of our proposal with
existing P2P content search methods, including Gnutella,
Random Walk, and Local Index. Results show that PN-A
gives much better performance at a small storage cost.

1 Introduction

¯ Strategy 1: This strategy lets messages poll nodes,
without having any idea of where the data may be held
by the destination nodes, till the required items are
found. Gnutella [1] and random walk [6, 10] use such a
strategy. The down side of this strategy is the possible
network overload due to a large number of generated
search messages (Gnutella) or a long latency to satisfy
a request (random walk).

The advent of facilities such as Napster [3] and Gnutella
[1] has made the Internet a popular medium for the
widespread exchange of resources and voluminous information between thousands of users. In contrast to traditional
client-server computing models, these Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
systems can employ the host nodes to themselves acting as
servers for other nodes. Despite avoiding centralized server
bottlenecks and single points of failure, the P2P systems
present interesting challenges in locating data items among
these numerous host nodes. The centralized server in Napster [3], which maintains a global index for all data items
in the network, defeats the fundamental rationale of a P2P

¯ Strategy 2: This strategy maintains additional information in the network nodes (which Strategy 1 does
not require) in order to reduce network trafﬁc and/or
the number of hop visits. Consequently, messages
are directed speciﬁcally along paths that are expected
to be more productive. The additional information is
typically index over the data that are contained either
within hierarchical clusters [2] or by nearby neighbors
[7, 9, 14]. This indexing approach requires determining what attributes to index a priori and thus constraining the allowable search, in addition to the high space
cost that is incurred in storing the index itself.
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While Strategy 2 seems attractive in terms of message
trafﬁc, the downside is that the additional storage required
can weigh on the actual implementation. In fact, one could
argue that with inﬁnite storage capacity, it is possible to
replicate all availability information at every node, potentially leading to very efﬁcient searches. While this is one
extreme, at the other end are schemes in Strategy 1, which
do not require any storage but incur high network costs
for searches. Schemes which index neighborhood data in
Strategy 2 fall in-between, trading off the storage requirements for the network overheads. We believe that this tradeoff offers a rich space of mechanisms to explore, and we
present/demonstrate a novel approach that uses signature
ﬁles which can provide better message trafﬁc behavior at a
lower storage cost than index-based mechanisms within this
space.
Signature methods have been used extensively for text
retrieval, image database, multimedia database, and other
conventional database systems. A signature is basically an
abstraction of the information stored in a record or a ﬁle.
By examining the signature only, we can estimate whether
the record contains the desired information. Naturally, the
signature technique is very suitable for ﬁltering information
stored in nodes of P2P systems. This paper presents three
novel ways of using signatures, namely complete neighborhood signature (CN), partial neighborhood superimposed
signature (PN-S) and partial neighborhood appended signature (PN-A), to represent neighborhood data at network
nodes for optimizing searches in P2P systems. Their merits in reducing network trafﬁc are extensively evaluated
for content search, node join, leave and update operations.
These schemes are compared with the current state-of-theart approaches, Gnutella [1] and Random Walk [6, 10] for
strategy 1, and Local Index [14] for strategy 2. Our simulations show that the signature approaches are much better than these alternatives for most reasonable storage space
availability assumptions on host nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section presents the P2P system model and metrics. In Section
3, we presents details on our signature based search mechanisms. Section 4 gives the experimental setup for the evaluation and Section 5 details results from experiments under
two different search criteria. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
the contributions of this paper and outlines directions for
future work.

or indirectly. The peers provide information resources to
be shared with other peers. The shared information could
be digital ﬁles such as music clips, images, pdf documents,
or other forms of digital content. The P2P network is established by logical connections among the participating
peers. Since the whole network is built through connections
among the peers, its topology may change dynamically due
to constant joins and leaves of the peers, namely peer join
and peer leave, in the network. In addition, the shared information changes dynamically since the peers may update
the digital content they offer, namely peer update.

Figure 1 shows a partial snapshot of a P2P network. In
this ﬁgure, we use a vertex to represent a node (i.e., a peer)
of the overlay P2P network and an edge to denote the connection between two peers. When a peer, , has a direct
connection with another peer,  , we call these two peers
neighbors. In the network, a peer may reach another peer
via one or a sequence of connections, called paths. The path
length can be obtained by counting hops of connections.
The distance between two peers is the minimal path length
between them. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1, there
are two paths of length 3 and 4, respectively, between node
1 and node 9. Thus, the distance between node 1 and node
9 is 3.
Traditionally, a peer knows its neighbors through direct
connections. In this paper, we generalize the concept of
neighbors to neighborhood, which includes all the peers
reachable within a given distance. Following this deﬁnition,
the neighborhood radius refers to the distance from a peer
to the edge of its neighborhood. The shaded area shown in
Figure 1 illustrates a neighborhood of radius 2 (consists of
node 2, 3, 4, 8) for node 1.

2 Peer-to-Peer System Framework

2.1 Searches in P2P Networks

A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network1 consists of numerous
nodes (called peers) which connect to each other directly

As mentioned above, P2P networks have been widely
used for digital content sharing among the participating
peers. Thus, efﬁcient search of the shared content is one
of the primary functions of the P2P networks. A user may
initiate a search of digital content from any peer in the net-

Figure 1. A partial snapshot of a P2P network.

1 We use the terms, P2P systems, P2P networks and P2P applications,
where appropriate. However, they are mostly interchangeable in the context of this paper.
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3.1 Preliminaries

work. The search message is forwarded to all or a subset of
its neighbors to extend the search. In order to prevent indefinite search in the P2P network, a stop condition is usually
speciﬁed in the query. The following are two conditions that
are typically used to stop excessive spreading of a search:

Signature techniques have been widely used in information retrieval. A signature of a digital document, called data
signature, is basically a bit vector generated by ﬁrst hashing the attribute values and/or content of the document into
bit strings and then superimposing them together2 . Figure 2
depicts the signature generation and comparison processes
of a digital ﬁle and some searches.

¯ Maximum search depth: This stop condition is used
in Gnutella [1]. A preset time-to-live value (TTL) is
included in the search message to keep track of maximum remaining search depth. Each time a search message is forwarded to a neighbor, its TTL is decreased
by 1. Once the TTL reaches 0, a search message is
dropped.

MP3 File: Title: Heartbreak Hotel , Artist: Elvis Presley
Heartbreak
Hotel
Elvis
Presley

¯ Minimum number of results: This stop condition is
used in random walk [6, 10]. Different from the ﬁrst
case, the total number of results (TNR) found so far
is included in the search message. Each time a result is found, the TNR is increased by 1. The search
is stopped when the total number of results reaches a
system deﬁned value.

Data Signature (V)

Search
Eagles
Elvis
Beatles

001 000 110 010
000 010 101 001
000 100 011 110
101 000 100 001
101 110 111 111
Search Signatures

000 101 001 101
000 100 011 110
100 100 011 100

Results
No Match
True Match
False Positive

Figure 2. Illustration of Signature Generation
and Comparisons.

2.2 Metrics

As illustrated in the ﬁgure, to facilitate search, a search
signature is generated in a similar way as a data signature
based on the search criteria (e.g., keywords) speciﬁed by a
user. This search signature is matched against data signatures by performing a bitwise AND operation. When the
result is not a match (i.e., for some bit set in the search signature, the corresponding bit in the data signature is NOT
set), the corresponding document can be ignored. Otherwise, there are two possible cases. First for every bit set in
the search signature, the corresponding bit in the data signature is also set, and the document is indeed what the search
is looking for. This case is called a true match. In the second
case, even though the bits may match, the document itself
does not match the search criteria. This case, which occurs
due to certain combinations of bit strings generated from
various attribute values, keywords, or document content, is
called false positive. The space devoted to the signature
can inﬂuence the probability of false positives. Obviously
the matched documents still need to be checked against the
search criteria to distinguish a true match from a false positive.

Since the primary issue investigated in this paper is the
trading-off of storage space for reducing network trafﬁc,
we use the following metric to evaluate various P2P search
techniques discussed in this paper:

¯ Total message volume: For signature schemes (as
well as index schemes), besides the trafﬁc incurred
for search, additional trafﬁc is incurred as construction/maintenance cost of auxiliary information at
peers. In order to have fair comparison among different approaches, we use total message volume, the
product of total number of messages and the size
of different messages (including search messages and
messages incurred for signature maintenance during
peer join/leave/update), as the performance metric.

3. Neighborhood Signatures
In this section, we ﬁrst provide some preliminary background on the signature method and then extend it for
search in P2P networks. We propose three neighborhood
signature schemes, CN, PN-S, and PN-A, to index the content offered within the neighborhood of a peer. This helps
direct the search to a subset of the nodes, which are probabilistically more productive, while not requiring as much
storage as index approaches. We describe the formation of
the signatures for each scheme and then provide detailed
algorithms for search and signature maintenance under various scenarios (i.e., peer join, peer leave, and peer update).

3.2. Proposed Signature Schemes for P2P System
Before proceeding to introduce the proposed signature
schemes, we ﬁrst assume that a local signature is created at
each peer of a P2P network to index the local content available at the peer. By doing this, search over the local content of a peer is processed efﬁciently. Furthermore, A peer
2 In this paper, we use the term, superimposing to denote a bitwise OR
of the bitstrings.
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may collect and maintain auxiliary information regarding
digital content available within a speciﬁc network distance
(i.e., its neighborhood). Therefore, a peer can ﬁlter unsatisﬁable search requests before forwarding them to a neighbor. Based on this idea, we propose three signature schemes
classiﬁed as follows:

that peer 1 has 2 PN-S signatures, where PN-S¾ ,
the neighborhood signature for branch 2, indexes
all the contents available at peer 2 and 4 and PNS¿ , the neighborhood signature for branch 3, indexes the contents available at peer 3 and 8.
– Append (PN-A): The superimposing technique
has been shown to be effective in compressing a
large amount of index information while supporting efﬁcient information ﬁltering function. However, this compression comes at the cost of losing
some information, i.e. when the PN-S signature
at a node matches, it does not give a clue of which
peers should be visited, resulting in searching all
of these peers. An alternative that we propose,
called PN-A Signature, is to append (concatenate) all of the local signatures within a branch
of the neighborhood into a partial neighborhood
signature3. When a search signature matches
with some sub-signatures within a PN-A signature, the search message will only be forwarded
to these peers associated with the matched subsignatures. Figure 3(c) shows that peer 1 has 2
PN-A signatures, where PN-A¾ indexes all the
contents available at peer 2 and 4 and PN-A¿ indexes the contents available at peer 3 and 8.

¯ Complete Neighborhood (CN): One intuitive approach is to index all the content available within the
neighborhood of a peer. Thus, a complete neighborhood (CN) signature is generated by superimposing all
the local signatures located within the neighborhood
of a peer. Figure 1 shows a partial snapshot of a P2P
network with the local signatures of peer 2, 3, 4, and
8 represented by rectangles with different ﬁlling patterns. Figure 3(a) shows an example of a complete
neighborhood signature for peer 1, which indexes all
the content available at peers 2, 3, 4, and 8. By holding a complete neighborhood signature, a peer can determine whether the search should be extended in its
neighborhood or simply forwarded to some peers outside of its neighborhood.

3.3. Search Algorithms
(a) CN
(b) PN-S
(c) PN-A
Figure 3. Illustration of neighborhood signature generation: (a) CN; (b) PN-S; (c) PN-A

The neighborhood signature schemes are generic mechanisms that can adapt to different search philosophies and
protocols. As explained in Section 2, the Gnutella ﬂooding
approach uses the maximum search depth while the random
walk uses the minimum number of results as the criteria for
limiting message propagation. In order to compare the signature schemes with local index in Strategy 2, and Gnutella
(which uses ﬂooding) as well as random walk (which visits randomly chosen nodes one after another) in Strategy
1, we discuss the signature based search algorithms for the
following two philosophies: ﬂooding/maximum-depth and
single-path/minimum-result. For clarity of our presentation,
we use Ü to denote the radius of a neighborhood.

.
¯ Partial Neighborhood (PN): While the CN scheme
has the advantage of jumping out of a neighborhood
when the search and neighborhood signatures do not
match, it has to forward the search to all of its neighbors when there is a match between the neighborhood
signature and search signature. Thus, instead of indexing the complete neighborhood, a signature can be
generated to index a partial neighborhood branching
from one of the neighbors directly connected to a peer.
A partial neighborhood signature is generated for each
of the neighbors. The search will only be extended
to the neighbors whose associated partial neighborhood signatures have a match with the search signature. There are two alternatives for generating partial
neighborhood signatures:

3.3.1 Flooding Search
In this section, we describe how a peer utilizes neighborhood signatures to perform searches based on maximum
search depth as the stop condition. Since the search algorithms for the three proposed signature schemes are similar,
we use Algorithm 1 to detail the ﬂooding search at a peer

– Superimpose (PN-S): In this approach, we use
the traditional superimposing technique. Thus,
all of the local signatures located within a neighborhood branch are compressed into one signature, called PN-S signature. Figure 3(b) shows

3 An append-based CN signature can be generated by simply appending
all of the partial neighborhood signatures, and is thus not proposed as a
separate method.
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based on CN signatures and point out the differences for the
PN signatures afterwards.

When a search signature matches with a PN-S signature,
the search message is forwarded to the associated neighbor.
Otherwise, the message is forward to the peers Ü   hops
away, located right outside of the partial neighborhood corresponding to the compared neighborhood signature.
The comparison of a search signature with a PN-A signature is performed by matching all of the included local
signatures. For every matched local signature, a search message is directly forwarded to the corresponding peer node. If
the search signature does not match with a PN-A signature,
similar to PN-S, the search message is forward to the peers
Ü   hops away, located right outside of the partial neighborhood corresponding to this neighborhood signature.

Algorithm 1 Flooding search based on complete neighborhood signatures.
Incoming Message: Search Msg(TTL)
Local Variables: Local Sig, Neighborhood Sig, Search Sig
the neighborhood radius
System Parameters:
Procedure:
1: compute Search Sig based on Search Msg.
2: check local content
3: if match(Search Sig, Local Sig) then
4: examine local content to verify whether this is a true match or not.
5: if true match then
6:
return a pointer to the result back to the peer from which this node
got the search message.
7: end if
8: end if
9: check whether reach an edge of the search area
10: if TTL
then
11: stop
12: end if
13: continue to search the neighborhood
14: if match(Search Sig, Neighborhood Sig) then
15: forward the message Search Msg(TTL  ) to all the neighbors.
16: else
17: if     then
18:
forward the message Search Msg(TTL   ) to all the neighbors located
hops away.
19: end if
20: end if

3.3.2 Single-Path Search



In this section, we describe how a peer utilizes neighborhood signatures to perform single-path search based on the
minimum number of results as the stop condition (for comparison with random walk). Due to space constraints, we
omit the detailed algorithm here. The main difference between single-path search and ﬂooding search is that if all of
the neighborhood signatures do not match with the search
signature, a peer located Ü   hops away is randomly selected to extend the search. A system parameter TNR indicating total number of results found so far has the similar
role as TTL in ﬂooding search.
For CN signature, if the neighborhood signature matches
with the search signature, all neighbors are possible candidates for true matches. In order to determine whether
the match is a true match or not and how many results are
there in the neighborhood, the search should be extended in
the neighborhood for checking (called neighborhood checking). The difference among the single-path search algorithms for CN, PN-S and PN-A is similar to what we observed for ﬂooding search. If there are signature matches,
the neighborhood checking messages are only forwarded to
the neighbors with matched neighborhood signatures in PNS, or directly to the peers with matched local signatures in
PN-A.







This algorithm is invoked when a search message is initiated or received at a peer node of a P2P network. This
search message comes with a time-to-live (TTL) counter
which was preset to the maximum search depth that this
message may be forwarded. The peer ﬁrst computes a
search signature to compare with the local signature. If
there is a match, the content at this peer node is examined to
determine whether this is a a true match or a false positive.
If this is a true match, a pointer to the result is returned back
to the peer from which this node got the request. Next, the
peer checks the TTL to see whether the edge of the search
neighborhood has been reached (i.e. TTL ), and if so, the
search message is dropped. Otherwise, the search signature
is compared with the neighborhood signature. If there is a
match, the search is extended to all of the neighbors by forwarding the message with TTL decreased by 1. If the search
signature does not match with the neighborhood signature,
the peers located within Ü hops away (the neighborhood)
need not be checked. As a result, the search message is
dropped when TTL Ü. In this case, the search should be
processed only at the peers Ü   hops away. Here we assume that a peer has the knowledge of its peers at Ü  hops
away so that it may forward the search messages directly.
The ﬂooding search algorithms for the two partial neighborhood (PN) signature schemes are only slightly different from the one discussed above (refer to line 14-19).

3.4 Signature Construction and Maintenance
After describing how the search is performed with neighborhood signatures, we next move on to discuss the construction and maintenance of these signatures. Basically,
neighborhood signature(s) are constructed at a peer node
when the peer newly joins a network. The neighborhood
signatures of a peer will need re-constructions or updates
when some peers join/leave its neighborhood or when some
peers in its neighborhood (including itself) update their content. Thus, we describe the actions to be taken at peer join,
peer leave, and peer update.
5
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¯ Peer join:

For both network environments, we consider two different
data distribution patterns, uniform and nonuniform data distribution. Under uniform data distribution, each node holds
the same number of data items. Under nonuniform data distribution,  data items are distributed among  of the
nodes, called as popular peers, and the remaining  data
are distributed among the remaining  nodes, called as
unpopular peers. In addition, by assuming that there are
1000 peers pre-existing in a P2P network, the simulations
are initialized by generating signatures for these initial 1000
peers. Then, we inject a large number of operations - a randomized mix of search, peer join, peer leave, and peer update - into the P2P network in each experiment. The relative
proportion of these operations has also been considered.
We vary several system parameters, such as neighborhood radius, storage size, key attribute size, number of data
items at a peer, relative proportion of different operations,
and the average number of replicas per data in the network.
In subsequent discussions, search/update ratio indicates the
proportion of search operations to the other operations that
require signature maintenance (i.e., peer join, peer leave and
peer update), and replication ratio is deﬁned as the number
of replicas per data divided by the total number of peers in
the network.
Now we present the parameters and their values used in
the simulations with the justiﬁcation for these choices.

A new peer informs its arrival by sending a join message including its local signature to the peers in the
neighborhood. When a node receives such a join message, it ﬁrst adds (either superimposes or appends) the
local signature in the join message to the corresponding neighborhood signature, then sends back its own
local signature to the new peer so that the new peer can
construct its neighborhood signatures. Besides this,
some peers that were not in the neighborhood earlier,
may be brought into this neighborhood through the
connections of the newly joined node (when the new
node joins the network through multiple connections
and the neighborhood radius is greater than one). In
this case, these peers also need to exchange signatures
via the newly joined node to maintain the accuracy of
their neighborhood signatures.

¯ Peer leave: When a peer leaves the network, it informs
the neighbors by sending out a leave message. For PNA, the leave message contains the node identiﬁer of the
leaving peer. The update on neighborhood signatures
for PN-A only requires removing the signature of the
leaving peer from the neighborhood signatures. For
CN or PN-S, this step is more complicated. Since there
is no simple way to remove the local signature of the
leaving peer from the CN and PN-S signatures which
are generated by superimposing, the affected peers in
the neighborhood have to re-construct their neighborhood signatures from scratch. In order to construct a
new CN neighborhood signature, the affected peer asks
for individual signatures from the peers in the neighborhood. Slightly different from CN, for PN-S, the
affected peers only need to ask for individual local signatures from the peers on the affected branch.

¯ System parameter settings: The average number of
shared ﬁles per peer has been observed to be around
340 in [14], and so we set number of data items per
peer to 400. Key attributes, which contain the key
value(s) of data items in various forms, e.g., binary
music clip, keywords, integers, etc, are used for evaluation of search criteria. Since the size of data items
itself is not a signiﬁcant factor in differentiating the
schemes under investigation, we use size of key attribute as an important parameter to characterize data
items. In most of our experiments, we use 4 bytes as a
default for the size of key attribute (i.e., we assume a
single value attribute unless speciﬁed). We also ran experiments by increasing the size of key attribute (i.e.,
to represent a multi-key composite attribute or a complex attribute with binary data such as music clip) and
the number of data items per peer in order to observe
their impacts on different search approaches. To simulate a generic environment in P2P systems, we use synthesized key attributes generated by a random number
generator in the simulation. The average number of
neighbors is set to 4, which is consistent with the average node degree in Gnutella [15]. In P2P network, if a
message traveling through an edge reaches a peer that
has seen the same message before, this edge closes a
cycle and we call this kind of edges redundancy edges.
On the average about  of the searches are dropped

¯ Peer update: When a peer updates its data content,
the local signature is updated accordingly. The procedure for updating the neighborhood signatures for CN
and PN-S is the same as peer leave since new neighborhood signatures need to be constructed. For PN-A,
the affected peers only need to update the relative subsignatures in their neighborhood signatures.

4. Simulation Parameters
Simulation based experiments have been conducted to
evaluate the performance of our proposed approaches with
existing P2P search techniques such as Gnutella, random
walk, and local index. We consider two different network
topologies, uniform and power-law, which have been studied in related work as well [10, 14]. Based on [8], we set the
power-law topology using an exponential efﬁciency of 1.4.
6
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due to cycles in the network, so we set the ratio of redundant edges to .

and results in low false positive probability, thereby incurring lower total message volume. When the storage size
increases, the cost of join/leave/update dominates the total cost and a smaller neighborhood radius results in lower
join/leave/update message volume, providing the best results again. The latter effect (overhead of join/leave/update)
is less signiﬁcant for PN-A, making a larger neighborhood
radius more preferable in this scheme when storage size is
large, as shown in Table 1.

¯ Stop condition settings: The maximum search depth
is set to 7 in Gnutella. However, some detailed studies
on Gnutella networks concluded that the network diameter is about 4 [8]. So we set the maximum search
depth to  for power-law networks. We ran some preliminary experiments and found out that in order to
achieve the same coverage for searching in both network topologies, the maximum search depth should be
set to  in uniform network. While the replication ratios are varied in the single-path search, we set the minimum number of results to 1 in these experiments.

Table 1. Flooding: optimal neighborhood radius that generates the minimum total message volume for different storage sizes.
Storage
size
CN
PN-S
PN-A

5. Simulation Results
In this section, simulation results for ﬂooding and singlepath search are presented. For each of these search methodologies, we present results with power-law network topology under uniform data distribution as well as nonuniform
data distribution. We have also conducted simulation based
on uniform network topology. The general trend observed
from the results with uniform topology are similar to the
one with power-law topology, so we omit it due to space
constrains.
In the ﬂooding experiments, we compare our signature
mechanisms with Gnutella and local index, while in the
single-path search we compare with random walk and local
index. Total message volume, as discussed in Section 2.2, is
used as the primary performance metric in our simulation.
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Size of Key Attribute: Figure 4 shows the total message volume with different sizes of key attribute. The yaxis is on a logarithmic scale for readability. In this simulation, we use increased attribute sizes to represent the situations where the (logical) key attribute consists of multiple
keys or contains binary data (e.g., music clip). The values shown here uses a given storage size (i.e., 6.4KB) and
a ﬁxed number of data items per node (i.e., 400). Thus,
by increasing the size of key attribute at a data item from
4 bytes to 1.6KB, the storage/total-attribute-size ratios at a
peer for the chosen points in the ﬁgure are decreased from
    , down to 4 . It can be observed from the ﬁgure that the signature approaches outperforms Gnutella and local index signiﬁcantly as the attribute
size becomes large (i.e., the storage/total-attribute-size ratio becomes small). For instance, when the attribute size
for each data item is 1.6KB (i.e., storage/total-attribute-size
ratio is 1%), the total message volume for PN-A is merely
 compared to Gnutella and local index. The total message volume for Gnutella increases as the size of key attribute increases, because the search message contains the
attribute value(s). Local index performs well when the attribute size is small. However, as the attribute size increases,
the given storage size is not sufﬁcient to index all data
items5 . Therefore, local index’s performance is the same
as Gnutella approach for larger attribute size.
Number of Data Items: Figure 5 shows the total
message volume as we allow the number of data items

5.1. Flooding
In the following experiments, we ﬁrst vary the neighborhood radius and storage size to compare the performance of
the proposed signature methods and to determine the best
settings of those two parameters for the signature schemes.
Then, we show the impacts of the other parameters as mentioned in Section 4 on performance of Gnutella, local index,
and our signature methods. In the experiments, unless explicitly speciﬁed, search/update ratio is set at . We ﬁrst
present the results under uniform data distribution and then
compare with the results under nonuniform data distribution.
Optimal neighborhood radius: Table 1 shows the values of neighborhood radius that give the lowest message
volume for the given storage size (referred to as optimal radius). For CN and PN-S, the optimal radius is 1 for all considered sizes as shown in Table 1. The reason is that when
the signature size is small, join/leave/update cost is small
and query cost dominates the total message volume (ﬁgures
are omitted due to space constraints). A small neighborhood radius forces less information superimposed together

4 The storage/total-attribute-size ratio can be interpreted as the storage
overhead normalized according to the total size of the key attributes of data
items.
5 The minimum storage overhead for local index is 6.4KB, 25.6KB,
51.2KB, 256KB, 512KB and 2560KB, respectively, for each of the points
in Figure 4.
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signiﬁcant. However, when the storage size becomes large,
the total message volume with lower search/update ratios is
signiﬁcantly higher than that with high search/update ratios
due to the high cost of join/leave/update operations at these
sizes.

Figure 4. Flooding: effect of key attribute size
on signature approaches. The y-axis is on
logarithmic scale for readability.
per peer to increase from 100 to 160000. With a ﬁxed
storage of 6.4KB at each peer, the storage/total-attributesize ratios for the chosen data points in Figure 5 are
      , respectively. As
shown in the ﬁgure, local index outperforms PN-A only
when each peer has merely 100 data items (i.e., the
storage/total-attribute-size ratio is 1600%). On the other
hand, the partial neighborhood signatures performs extremely well as the number of data items per peer increases
rapidly. However, when the number of data items is over), extra storage size should be allowhelmed, (e.g.,
cated for signatures to reduce their false positive probability
and the total message volume. Different from the previous
ﬁgure, the total message volume for Gnutella remains as a
constant since the attribute size for each data item is ﬁxed.

Figure 6. Flooding: effect of search/update ratio on signature approaches. Total message
volume of Gnutella is shown by the horizontal
line.
Message Volume and Storage Tradeoff: Figure 7 compares the performance of the three signature schemes with
the index based approach, along with the Gnutella shown
as a solid horizontal line, by increasing storage size. From
the ﬁgure, we can observe that with storage size as small
as 256 bytes, the signature schemes can reduce message
trafﬁc by over 25% compared to the Gnutella ﬂooding approach. With a higher storage capability, PN-S and PN-A
produce even further savings. On the other hand, the local index approach starts outperforming Gnutella only beyond 1KB. At this point, while trafﬁc incurred by index is
comparable to Gnutella, CN, PN-S and PN-A incur only
77%, 45% and 42% of the Gnutella trafﬁc. With a storage size of 6.4KB, all three signature schemas provide further savings, and so does the local index. However, the
message volume of PN-A is only 67% of local index’s
trafﬁc at this point. As the storage space gets larger, index/signature construction and updates become more expensive (due to join/leave/update operations), causing their
message volume to increase again. Even when the storage
size keeps increasing, the performance of PN-A is similar to
local index. These results demonstrate that the signature approaches (particularly PN-A) can have better performance
than the local index with a much smaller storage space requirement.
Data Distribution: Figure 8 compares the performance of Gnutella ﬂooding, local index and three signature schemas under uniform and nonuniform data distributions (as speciﬁed in Section 4). In this comparison, storage size for index and signatures are set to be 6.4KB. For
both Gnutella ﬂooding and index approach, there is no performance difference under these two different data distributions. For the signature schemas, the total message volume

Figure 5. Flooding: effect of number of data
items per peer on signature approaches. The
total message volume of Gnutella is shown
by the horizontal line.
Observed from the above two ﬁgures, it is obvious that
the partial neighborhood signatures are much more storage
efﬁcient and ﬂexible than local index. With very little storage overhead, the partial neighborhood signatures can facilitate focused search effectively while local index has some
minimal storage requirement.
Search/Update Ratio: Figure 6 shows the optimal total message volume of PN-A (CN and PN-S exhibit similar
behavior) with different search/update ratios. We can see
that when the storage size is small, the differences are in8
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dom walk, local index, CN, PN-S and PN-A. Once again,
we ﬁnd the signature schemes (PN-A in particular) are able
to incur lower message trafﬁc in retrieving the required
number of data items at a much lower storage cost than local
index.

Figure 7. Flooding: total message volume
comparison among local index, CN, PN-S and
PN-A. Total message volume of Gnutella is
shown by the horizontal line.
under nonuniform data distribution is increased a little bit.
This can be explained by the increased false positive probability of the neighborhood signatures which are contributed
by popular peers. One important observation from Figure 8
is that the performance of PN-A is better than local index
under both uniform and nonuniform data distributions.

Figure 9. Single-path: total message volume
comparison among local index, CN, PN-S and
PN-A. Total message volume of random walk
is shown by the horizontal line.
Replication Ratio: Figure 10 compares random walk,
local index and PN-A for different degrees of replication of
data items in the network. The y-axis is on a logarithmic
scale for readability. In these experiments, both local index and PN-A are run with a storage size of 6.4KB (local
index only starts to provide reasonable performance with
storage size 6.4KB). At high degrees of replication, as expected, random walk can perform rather well, since there is
a higher likelihood of ﬁnding the requested data items even
when randomly traversing the network (without incurring
any join/leave/update overheads). However, at lower degrees of replication it does much worse than the signature
or index approaches which can direct searches in a more
productive manner. Of these two approaches, we ﬁnd that
PN-A is more effective at reducing trafﬁc even at very small
degrees of replication. PN-A incurs an order of magnitude
lower message trafﬁc with respect to random walk under
a replication ratio of 0.1% and only 17% of random walk
trafﬁc under a replication ratio of 0.5%. Compared to local
index, PN-A incurs 29% of index trafﬁc under a replication
ratio 0.1% and 43% of index trafﬁc under a replication ratio
0.5%.

Figure 8. Flooding: effect of data distributions on Gnutella ﬂooding, index and signature approaches.

5.2. Single-Path
In addition to the ﬁve parameters (neighborhood radius,
storage size, key attribute size, number of data items, and
search/update ratio) investigated in ﬂooding search, we include one more parameter - replication ratio - in single-path
search since the performance of search with minimum number of results as search stop condition can rely heavily on
the number of replicas in the system. Similar to ﬂooding
where we compared the schemes with Gnutella and local
index, we compare the performance of the proposed signature approaches with random walk and local index. The results are similar to that observed for ﬂooding. Due to space
constrains, we only present the comparison among random
walk, index and signature schemas when the storage size
and replication ratio increases, respectively.
Message Volume and Storage Tradeoff: Figure 9
shows the total message volume comparison between ran-

6. Concluding Remarks and Future Work
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications such as Napster and
Gnutella have made the Internet a popular medium for resource and information exchange between thousands of participating users. A primary consideration in the design of
such applications is the high network trafﬁc that they generate when searching for resources/information. We have
proposed three new mechanisms based on signature ﬁles to
facilitates search in p2p systems.
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Figure 10. Single-path: effect of replication
ratio on random walk, local index and signature approaches. The y-axis is on logarithmic
scale for readability.
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